US elections on social media: Trump still going
strong
The social media analytics provider quintly just revealed findings regarding the performance of
the two presidential candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. The latest data provided by
quintly shows that in August 2016, Trump is still performing well. However, after the national
conventions, both candidates generally show lower numbers than in July. Nonetheless, Clinton
has been able to change her share of their combined fans slightly to her advantage. To monitor
all developments, quintly also launches a live data hub with all information in one place - in real
time.
The analysis furthermore shows how many percent of posted content on Facebook is sponsored.
As election day comes closer, quintly’s sponsored post detection shows that Clinton sponsors
over 90% of her posts. Trumps sponsored amount currently comes to almost 80%, coming from
less than 20% in May 2016. Accordingly, it is clearly visible that both candidates have been
significantly ramping up their Facebook advertising as election day is drawing closer and closer.

“Both Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton are heavily relying on paid content on
Facebook. Election day is almost only one month away and social media will
certainly become even more important for the campaigns. That’s why we set
up a live data hub to be able to monitor the development of their social media
performance especially during upcoming TV debates.”
— Alexander Peiniger CEO and Co-Founder of quintly

Considering their respective hashtags on Twitter, Donald Trump gets the most interactions,
with #imwithyou receiving almost 600k interactions in August 2016. For more information you
can find the analysis here and the quintly live data hub for the presidential elections here.
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